Recently, a short paper has been put on (arXiv: 1605.05147) by Paliathanasis et al. [1] and possibly will be published in Int. J. Mod. Phys. D . They have criticized our paper [2] in Int. J. Mod. Phys. D 25, 1650051 (2016) on phantom cosmology stating that the results of our paper are not at all new and can be obtained more easily by a co-ordinate transformation. We essentially disagree with most of their comments and maintain that our paper contains important results which are new and not have been published earlier and that these authors' Comments are essentially not relevant to our work.
We find that unfortunately these authors have missed the spirit of our work. They have claimed that for the equation (3) of their paper our contention that the Lie point symmetries or Noether symmetries give constraints which determine the unknown quantities is not true. This statement is not correct.They have mentioned the well known result that the admitted group of invariant transformations of dynamical system is independent of the co-ordinate system. The authors of this note are completely silent about the Lie-point symmetries and the corresponding solutions reported by us..Also they have not uttered a single word about the Noether symmetry results given in equations (46) In short we feel that the Comment of Paliathanasis et al. written in a hasty manner and their contention in no way reduces the significance of our work.
